Fun Times at the Winter PTS Social

In case you missed it, Pi Tau Sigma had its winter 2009 social at Ledo’s Bar & Grill on January 23. Close to 80 PTS members, ME students, and friends were in attendance for the good ol’ fashioned happy hour, featuring an all-you-can-eat and drink bar. The highlight of the evening, though, was a huge raffle, which included a neon sign, several glassware sets, and dozens of T-shirts.

Entertainment was provided by a live band who surprisingly wasn’t half bad, courtesy of Ledo’s. Many students ordering drinks were surprised to see PTS officers Jake Gardner and Tim Schroeder as guest bartenders. They kept the beverages coming—and the drinks as strong as you wanted them.

PTS had its Spring social on April 17—look for a review in the next issue!

Energy Scarcity Featured in Winter PTS Lecture

A presentation on Energy Scarcity drew a packed house this past February, filling a 50-person classroom to capacity. The occasion was a presentation by Dr. Seppo Korpela, Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering. Many students may have heard of his famous energy scarcity lecture, describing the upcoming global energy shortage known to many as “Peak Oil”. Far from comforting, Dr. Korpela presented a stark picture of the world’s energy future. More information on this topic can be found at: www.mecheng.osu.edu/faculty/korpela.1/oil

Get ‘Yer Finals Week Coffee!

Hours of studying. Gallons of Coffee. Sleepless nights poring over textbooks. Sound familiar? Memories of finals must still be in your head, then. For that last-minute caffeine fix, Pi Tau Sigma again offered its finals week coffee on the Monday of Winter Finals. Featuring Starbucks Coffee, orange juice, fresh fruit, and donuts, PTS aims to help students do their best on those pesky thermo exam problems. Look for us in the lobby of Scott on June 8 for the last round of finals!